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Why is the compact state of DNA preferred at higher temperature? 
Folding transition of a single DNA chain in the presence of a multivalent cation 














The environment presented by a solution can dramatically affect the morphology of polyelec-
trolyte molecules. For example， upon the addition of multivalent cations such as spermine( 4+) 
or spermidine(3+)， a giant DNA molecule undergoes a large discrete tr組 siti仙台om組 elon-
gated coil into a folded compact state accompanied by a change in volume on the order of 
10-4 -fold. About a decade ago， based on the direct observation of indi吋dualDKA molecules 
by fluorωcent microscopy， ithas beEm clarified that DNA compaction is largely discrete. i.e.， a 
first-order phase transition [1]. 
To clariそythe mechanism of DNA folding transition， 1 performed s討ingle←~cha泊inobsぞ口主羽前元叫ti，ぬon
Oぱflong DNAs in the p戸re邸se伺ncωeoぱfa tetravalent cation (s叩pe町rm江m山 e吋)， at ¥'RfIous temperat町 esand 
monovalent salt concentrations. 1n figure 2， the compact state is preferred at higher temper-
atures， indicating that the system entropy increases with DNA compaction. The appearance 
of a folded compact state at a higher temperature is contrary to the ぽ戸~ted res叫t陀gard回g
temperature dependence， since it is generally understood that a coil state has gr倒 terentropy 
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than the compact state due to elastic entropy. On the other， 1examined the effect of a change 
The compact state in the presence of tetravalent cation in monovalent cation concentration. 
unfolded into the swollen coil state， by adding monovalent cation. 
To explain the e宜ectsof temperature， 1 propose the ionic exchange between higer and lower 
valence ions of each sign in DNA compaction. The higher valence ions， tetravalent cations and 
polyvalent anion (DNA cha叫in仏areassembled or condensed into compact DNA. On the other 
hand， lower valence ions， monovalent cations and monovalent anions， are repelled into the bulk 
solution. Thus， the positive change in entropy originates from the change in translational entropy 
upon such ion exchange. Ionic exchange should be responsible for the temperatufEトdependence
of DNA compaction. My model explains the e百ectsof both temperature and the monovalent 



























































Figure 1: (a) Fluorescence images of 
single T4DNA molecules: (le氏)elon-
gated coil state at 0.2μM spermine; 
(right) folded compact state at 3.0μM 
spermine. (b) Schematic representa-
tions of the fluorescence images and 
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Figure 2: Histograms of the long-axis 
length， L， at di百erenttemperatures. 
The filed and open bars indicate the 
compact and coil states， respectively. 
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